Network inference in the presence of latent confounders: the role of instantaneous causalities.
Detecting causal interactions in multivariate systems, in terms of Granger-causality, is of major interest in the Neurosciences. Typically, it is almost impossible to observe all components of the system. Missing certain components can lead to the appearance of spurious interactions. The aim of this study is to demonstrate the effect of this and to demonstrate that distinction between latent confounders and volume conduction is possible in some cases. Our new method uses a combination of renormalised partial directed coherence and analysis of the (partial) covariance matrix of residual noise process to detect instantaneous, spurious interactions. Sub-network analyses are performed to infer the true network structure of the underlying system. We provide evidence that it is possible to distinguish between instantaneous interactions that occur as a result of a latent confounder and those that occur as a result of volume conduction. Our novel approach demonstrates to what extent inference of unobserved important processes as well as the distinction between latent confounders and volume conduction is possible. We suggest a combination of measures of Granger-causality and covariance selection models to achieve this numerically. Sub-network analyses enable a much more precise and correct inference of the true underlying network structure in some cases. From this it is possible to distinguish between unobserved processes and volume conduction. Our approach is straightforwardly adaptable to various measures of Granger-causality emphasising its ubiquitous successful applicability.